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Successful PoP deployment for DNS Made

Easy and Constellix now offers the fastest

speeds and highest quality traffic-

management solution.

RESTON, VIRGINIA, USA, October 15,

2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- DNS Made

Easy and Constellix, the industry

leaders of global DNS services with a

guaranteed 100% uptime, announced

live traffic is now running over their

network (AS16552) in South Africa, at

the TERACO data facility. This

successful deployment of a new PoP in South Africa adds 20 Gbps of peering and even more

transit connectivity to provide the highest quality traffic-management solution for that region of

the world. 

A unique part of our service

is that we own our full

network from routers to

switches to bare metal

nameservers. The extra

logistics to achieve this

during COVID-19 is

significant.”

Steven Job, President of DNS

Made Easy and Constellix.

• New PoP deployed in South Africa at the TERACO data

facility, with live traffic running over new network

• This successful deployment now offers the fastest speeds

and highest quality traffic-management solution in that

region of the world.

• With this PoP addition, DNS Made Easy and Constellix has

surpassed 3,000 different networks, providing more

peering points than competitors  

“Expanding into South Africa has been requested by our

customers and partners that require faster speeds and

better traffic decisions. A unique part of our service is that

we own our full network from routers to switches to bare metal nameservers. The extra logistics

to achieve this during COVID-19 is significant. To be leading the industry in uptime is something

that we have always valued for the last 19 years. Now, with our recent global expansion in South

America and Africa, we are continuing our commitment to offer the fastest possible traffic

decisions as well. I am truly proud of our team here at Tiggee and our relationship that we have

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.dnsmadeeasy.com/
https://www.dnsmadeeasy.com/
http://www.constellix.com/


Constellix and DNS Made Easy Has Fastest DNS

Speed According to Perf Ops

with our vendors and partners,” says

Steven Job, President of DNS Made

Easy and Constellix.

With this new PoP addition, DNS Made

Easy and Constellix have also

announced that they have surpassed

3,000 different networks that AS16552

is peered with. By adding more

peering, this allows networks to

exchange traffic with DNS Made Easy

and Constellix services in a cost-

effective and efficient way. This also

increases speeds and resilience of the

services provided by Tiggee.  According

to numerous third-party services such

as Hurricane Electric BGP reports, DNS

Made Easy and Constellix offer the most redundant and well-connected network that is

dedicated to authoritative DNS in the world.

According to PerfOps, DNS Made Easy and Constellix are clear frontrunners outperforming their

competitors’ speeds in Africa. The figure above shows speeds of 25.33 for DNS Made Easy and

25.23 ms for Constellix. South Africa is one more region of the world where DNS Made Easy and

Constellix are now #1 in speeds, redundancy, features, and price. 

ABOUT DNS MADE EASY

DNS Made Easy (DNSMadeEasy.com)  is a subsidiary of Tiggee LLC and a world leader in

providing global IP Anycast enterprise DNS services. DNS Made Easy implemented the industry’s

first triple independent Anycast cloud architecture for maximum DNS speed and DNS

redundancy. Originally launched in 2002, DNS Made Easy’s services have grown to manage

hundreds of thousands of customer domains, receiving more than 80 billion queries per day.

Today, DNS Made Easy builds on a proud history of uptime and is the preferred DNS hosting

choice for most major brands, especially companies that compare price and performance of

enterprise IP Anycast alternatives. DNS Made Easy is located at: 1490 Commerce Park Drive Suite

140, Reston, Virginia 20191 USA 

ABOUT CONSTELLIX

Constellix (Constellix.com) is a subsidiary of Tiggee LLC, the creators of DNS Made Easy, and the

world leader in providing global IP Anycast enterprise DNS services. Constellix is the only traffic-

management solution built for the cloud that combines DNS management with monitoring

solutions. Constellix DNS is the most powerful and precise DNS query-management platform,

fully integrated with the Sonar monitoring platform. Users can quickly change routing

configurations based on the analysis from Sonar alerts. Constellix Sonar has integrated tools

https://bgp.he.net/AS16552#_asinfo


that offer a range of advanced monitoring features including performance optimization,

troubleshooting, real-time logging, and alert management built for teams. Constellix is located

at: 1490 Commerce Park Drive Suite 140, Reston, Virginia 20191 USA 
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